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               DISCLAIMER

               This text is being provided in a lightly edited draft

               format and is the work product of the CART captioner.

               Any reproduction, publication, or other use of this

               CART file without the express written consent of the

               captioner is strictly prohibited.

               Communication Access Realtime Translation (CART) is

               provided in order to facilitate communication

               accessibility, and this lightly edited CART file may

               not be a totally verbatim record of the proceedings,

               nor should it be considered in any way as a certified

               document.  Due to the live nature of the event, some

               names and/or terms may be misspelled. This text may

               also contain phonetic attempts at sounds and words that

               were spoken, and environmental sounds that occurred

               during the event.

               >> Hi, everyone.

               Good morning, good afternoon, depending on what time



               zone you're on.

               We're going to get started in just a second.
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               Thanks for introducing yourselves in the chat.

               It's great to see names and different cities and states

               and the different work that's represented in our space

               today.

               All right.

               Hi, everyone, again.

               Welcome to today's webinar.

               This is Louie Marven and I use he will, him pronouns

               and I'm the training specialist with the National

               Sexual Violence Resource Center.

               Today we are very pleased to present this conversation

               on meaningful incorporation of survivors and people

               with lived experience in our agencies' work as part of

               the Domestic Violence and Housing Technical Assistance

               Consortium.

               We are joined today by panelists from three different

               organizations who you'll meet in just a moment, and

               those organizations are Voices of Women in New York

               City, the LGBT Center of central Pennsylvania based in

               Harrisburg where I am also located and the Downtown

               women's center and DV homelessness services coalition



               in Los Angeles.

               I'm also joined by my colleagues Kris Billhardt and

               Jenny Herget from NASH.

               Just to get started I'd like to go over a few
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               housekeeping items.

               The first thing is that there is a link in the chat

               that we'll kind of keep posting for those of you who

               would like to follow the caption of today's webinar.

               And that's typically on the right-hand side in the chat

               screen if you haven't found it yet, you can access that

               if you click on the bubble at the bottom of the screen

               that says chat.

               You can also use the button that says CC and closed

               caption to view those captions.

               That's your choice, you can use the CC button at the

               bottom of the screen or you can follow the link that

               we're posting in the chat and this webinar is going to

               be recorded and we are recording now and we'll share

               the recordings with all of you following this webinar.

               We also wanted to just give you a quick note on

               possibly changing the name that's appearing on your

               screen, if that is something that you'd like to do for

               your own privacy, your safety.



               We know that some people use the phones to call in so

               especially if your phone number is what's popping up,

               you can hover over your participate name in participate

               view, select more and rename.

               Also, another note when we aren't sharing the slide

               like right now you can see a slide, you can go, you
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               might want to change the view because we're just going

               to see the panelists' faces when the panel is speaking,

               so that might feel better and be a better view for you.

               So you can do that by hovering over the word "view" in

               the top right side of the screen and you can select

               gallery view if you're on speaker view, and you can see

               the group of panelists then when we're hearing from our

               panelists.

               Okay.

               With that I'm going to get started then with the

               presentation.

               As I mentioned before, the Domestic Violence and

               Housing Technical Assistance Consortium or DVHTAC is a

               collaboration, it's a partnership among federal

               partners, Family Violence Prevention & Services

               Program, the Office of Health and Human Services,

               Office on Violence Against Women, Office for Victims of



               Crime and DOJ, office of special needs assistance

               programs out of HUD and the U.S. Interagency Council on

               Homelessness and it's also by a great collaboration

               through technical assistance providers and that

               includes National Alliance for Safe Housing,

               collaborative solutions, National Network to End

               Domestic Violence, National Resource Center on Domestic

               Violence, National Sexual Violence Resource Center and
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               the Corporation for Supportive Housing.

               And as part of the commitment of the consortium to

               racial equity and centering Black lives and Black

               survivors we want to start by sharing this animated

               info graphic with all of you that highlights the

               overrepresentation of Black and Indigenous and other

               people of color in the homelessness space.

               So Jenny, would you start our video?

               [ Video playing ]

               >> Homelessness is an issue that far too many people

               face.

               People of color, specifically Black people, other

               persons of color, and Indigenous people experience



               homelessness in a dramatically different way than their

               white counter parts.

               People who hold multiple identities such as those who

               live at the intersections of disability, immigration

               status, sexual orientation, gender identity, and more

               experience compounded barriers that further

               homelessness and housing instability.

               A recent study found that 66% of people experiencing

               homelessness were Black, while 28% were white.

               Black individuals are only 13% of the U.S. general
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               population, compared to 74% of those who are white.

               Rates of homelessness within Native communities are

               three to eight times higher than that of the general

               population.

               In total, 78% of people experiencing homelessness

               identified as people of color.

               This overrepresentation of Indigenous, Black and other

               people of color experiencing homelessness cannot be

               explained by poverty or identity alone.

               Structural racism, historical policies, institutional

               practices, and cultural narratives that perpetuate

               racial inequity put people of color at a disadvantage

               in obtaining safe and affordable housing.



               Statistically women of color are much more likely to

               experience domestic and sexual violence and survivors

               often face network impoverishment.

               Network impoverishment occurs when the addition of a

               financially distressed household member places an extra

               strain on family resources.

               oftentimes we tell a survivor experiencing homelessness

               to go to a relative or friend's house.

               However, network impoverishment can cause immense

               burdens on the existing limited finances and available

               support from that network.

               Racial disparities arise at every juncture, from the
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               legal system to housing, to health care, to child

               welfare, to public benefits.

               Understanding the intersections between domestic and

               sexual violence, racism, and homelessness and applying

               an equity, survivor-centered lens in our work is the

               only pathway to stability, safe housing, and healing

               for all survivors.

               If we want to address racial inequity, we have to

               acknowledge it, learn about if, and talk about it so we

               can do more about it together.

               To learn more visit safehousingpartnerships.org.



               >> Louie:  Thanks, Jenny.

               And thanks to NRCDV for that video.

               So that helps with some of the context and background

               for this conversation today.

               As people in this work and as programs doing this work

               we need to be centering racial equity.

               We know that there is a unique convergence right now of

               numerous public health crises in addition to COVID-19,

               we're experiencing a reckoning around systemic racism

               that is not new but maybe that we might see playing out

               in some new ways or in some old ways, and those of us

               who work in the antiviolence movements know that in

               this context we're living in there's an increase in
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               domestic sexual violence, that's all compounded by

               poverty and homelessness.

               So those are some of the things that we're going to

               talk about today.

               I know our panelists have some great models to share

               that you might borrow or learn from to do work in your

               communities and we look forward to keeping the

               conversation going in the chat and we will have a

               question and response time.



               So, yeah, today we're spotlighting those three programs

               that I mentioned before that have found effective ways

               to ensure meaningful involvement of survivors and

               people with lived experience including decision making

               and advocacy work.

               They'll discuss their commitment, the roles and

               importance of survivors to get involved and how they

               center the advices of Black and Indigenous and people

               of color and LGBTQ people and what they see as the

               impact of survivor involvement.

               So with that I'm going to turn it over to Kris and to

               our panelists.

               >> Kris:  Great.

               Thank you so much, Louie.

               And welcome, everybody.
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               We're very excited and we've got a great group of folks

               that are going to be talking with you today and hope

               that we can have some good dialogue and exchange in the

               chat as well as among these great panelists.

               So we wanted to just go through and show you the logos

               and the representatives of the organizations before we

               move just to a sea of faces, as Louie mentioned, we're



               going to be hearing from Voices of Women, which is

               located in New York City, and we've got Raquel and

               Sharlena from that organization with us today.

               And next we're going to be seeing, hearing from the

               Downtown Women's Center, which is one of the founders

               of the domestic violence and homeless services

               coalition in LA, and we've got Amy and LaRae from those

               organizations that we'll be hearing from and I'll tell

               you a little bit more about them in a moment.

               And then we've also got with us today Amanda from the

               LGBT Center in Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, as Louie

               mentioned earlier.

               So I think now that you've seen all the organizations

               and their amazing logos, we're going to switch to

               looking at some amazing faces and having a great

               conversation.

               And I wanted to open with a little bit more in the way

               of background on the folks that you see in front of you
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               today.

               Let's start with Voices of Women, where we have

               Sharlena Powell who is a community organizer focusing

               on safe and affordable housing for survivors and

               developing community partnerships.



               She has done all kinds of stuff, including focus

               groups, she's testified at city council hearings, she

               teaches healthy eating and life skills development at

               juvenile detention centers, and she's the cocreator of

               New York's borough-wide survivor town halls that were

               aimed at addressing critical issues that the pandemic

               brought to light.

               And I was able to sit in on one of those town halls and

               it was amazing.

               And now we've got Raquel Singh from VOW and she's a

               community organizer who's been working with DV

               survivors and child witnesses to redefine public policy

               and systems implementation.

               Big systems structural work.

               She's served on the New York City DV task force, New

               York City fatality review committee and she was

               appointed to the New York City mayor's COVID-19 work

               group specifically on issues around domestic violence

               and survivors.

               Raquel believe that's survivors should not only have
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               seats at decision making tables but they should be

               meeting those meetings, crafting policies and being

               supported by the advocacy community to do that work.



               Before we move onto other introductions, Raquel and

               Sharlena, I wonder if you could share with everybody

               just a little bit more about Voices of Women and its

               work.

               Oh, I think you're muted, Raquel.

               >> Raquel:  Can you hear me?

               >> Kris:  Yeah.

               >> Raquel:  Okay, good.

               I'll get started.

               We were founded in 2 on 000 by survivors of domestic

               violence, specifically to address justice reform.

               Survivors needed a voice in court and felt they weren't

               being supported properly.

               So they had to identify ways to organize to create not

               only policy change within the court system but behavior

               and attitude change.

               We then expanded to have a housing campaign and a child

               welfare campaign.

               These campaigns were identified by survivors as the
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               most important areas when touchpointing with the system



               and dealing with abuse that they felt most

               re-victimized by.

               And so since then we've grown, we have a mix of

               survivors from all boroughs and we are survivors of

               domestic violence and child witnesses, I'm a child

               witness to domestic violence.

               We are completely survivor focused, staff in some ways

               affected, our board are in some ways affected.

               What that means is our the survivor leads policy work.

               And it's always been built on lived experience.

               The focus of lived experience is the only way we feel

               that we can effect proper systems change for survivors

               of domestic violence and their children.

               Sharlena, you want to chime in?

               >> Sharlena:  Sure, I identify as a survivor advocate.

               I've been working with VOW for about five years, and

               first I joined VOW as a member and I was, I actually

               got introduced to VOW from living in a domestic

               violence shelter, one of the counselors there, she led

               a book group and after awhile she let me know that she

               was a part of this organization and how I can get

               involved.

               And just stay connected with other sisters who had been
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               through what I've been through.

               So when I joined VOW in, five years ago, I went on to

               later three years later joining the team, joining the

               staff, and I've just enjoyed it ever since.

               And I like to say that I'm a survivor advocate and I

               help others, help other survivors see what I've been

               through and how to help them, especially in the current

               climate because the survivor world is always changing.

               So I'm happy where I work and, yeah.

               >> Kris:  Great.

               Thank you so much.

               To continue with our intros, let's move to the LGBT

               Center of Central PA and that would be Amanda Arbour.

               Amanda is a queer feminist with a deep passion for

               social justice.

               She really wants to continually develop self-awareness

               of her own identities, unlearn explicity in the

               oppression of others and learn how to be in solidarity

               with marginalized communities.

               And the ED of the LGBT Center of central PA she leads

               the center's efforts to foster inclusive communities

               and holistic well being for LGBTQ plus people through

               social, educational, and cultural engagement.



               And we should say and Amanda might point this out when
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               I turn to her that this is not a program that

               specifically works on domestic and sexual violence

               issues or housing issues specifically, that's not

               necessarily their mission but those focuses are

               certainly enfolded in the work they do and in the

               community they work with.

               I'll turn it over to Amanda to just tell us a little

               bit more about the LGBT Center.

               Welcome, Amanda.

               >> Amanda:  Thank you so much, Kris.

               It's great to be here with you all.

               The LGBT Center of Central PA is based in Harrisburg

               and we serve four counties in the central Pennsylvania

               region.

               Our focus is as Kris shared to foster inclusive

               communities and holistic well being for LGBTQ plus

               people which we do through social and cultural

               engagement.

               What that it looks like on a day-to-day basis our core

               programs are really focused around creating safer and

               more inclusive spaces for queer and trans people to



               find community connection and support, so we have core

               programs focused around providing those spaces for

               LGBTQ youth, for older adults, transgender and
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               nonbinary people, and queer and trans people of color.

               And we have a new program that just started

               specifically focused on LGBTQ men of color and women of

               color, and in addition to providing those spaces for

               folks, we also do significant training in education

               with businesses, schools, non-profit organizations, so

               that we're not just creating spaces for people to come

               and to connect but we're also really seeking to go out

               into our communities and into the other organizations

               within our region to create those more safer, safer and

               more affirming spaces where people go to work, where

               people seek services, where people get an education, so

               that's really part of our mission as well.

               And while we don't specifically focus on sexual

               violence or domestic violence, because of the

               experiences of queer and trans people, many who

               participate in our programs have those experiences and

               that's something that we seek to support in the context

               of the programming that we provide in collaboration

               with local organizations that specifically focus on



               that work.

               And we've also identified both racial justice and

               housing as two of our four key priorities in our

               current strategic plan, and so those are very much

               areas that we are working to advance our mission here
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               in central Pennsylvania.

               >> Kris:  Thanks, Amanda.

               Can't wait to hear more about how you're doing that, I

               know you've got some great things to share.

               All right.

               And now we're turning to our west coast representatives

               here who, like me, might still be, coffee might still

               be in the mix.

               The Downtown Women's Center.

               Amy Turk is the CEO of the Downtown Women's Center

               which serves and empowers women experiencing

               homelessness in Los Angeles, the only organization in

               LA that does specifically that.

               She, Amy has been instrumental to the Downtown Women's

               Center, just phenomenal growth in its implementation of

               many innovative projects including the establishment of

               the domestic violence and homelessness services



               coalition, so we're going to be hearing a lot more

               about that.

               Welcome, Amy.

               And we've also got LaRae Cantley who is the cofounder

               of the Housing Justice LA podcast, I hope you can put a

               link to that in the chat, LaRae because it's amazing.

               I would really encourage you all to listen in.
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               It's great, great work.

               LaRae is a renowned advocate and survivor of DV and

               homeless intersection and she brings her unique

               expertise as a lived experience consultant to all kinds

               of things.

               The operations of advisory boards and steering

               committees, all around advancing the work on housing

               solutions, and she really enjoys public speaking and

               also artistic expression as a means of liberation and

               healing.

               So, welcome, LaRae and Amy.

               And if I could turn to you to just give us a little bit

               more of an overview of the Downtown Women's Center, and

               the home DV and Homelessness Services Coalition.

               >> Amy:  Thank you, Kris.



               So nice to be together with this great panel.

               Downtown Women's Center has been providing services in

               the Los Angeles community since 1978 and we strive to

               end homelessness for women through housing that we own

               and operate, through mental health services, health

               care, drop-in services, and access to employment, both

               with us at Downtown Women's Center, especially in our

               social enterprise called Made by Downtown Women's

               Center where women make handmade products like candles
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               and soaps that are sold online and in our coffee shop

               and resale boutique.

               And we help find employment in the community for women

               that we serve too.

               And we really see ourselves as a direct service

               organization within our local application, but because

               of our proximity to the needs of who we serve, we have

               a national voice in our advocacy work, and one way we

               do that is through leading the domestic violence

               homeless services coalition.

               And that has grown in copartnership with a DV

               organization called Rainbow Services.

               We now are a coalition of 150 organizations and 400

               individuals focused on creating a survivor-centered



               system to increase access to safe housing and services

               for individuals at the intersection of domestic

               violence and homelessness.

               And one of my most favorite aspects of the work is

               getting to work with LaRae Cantley in particular who I

               know can share more about the coalition's work.

               >> LaRae:  Just we want to thank you all for investing

               your time and being with us on this conversation today.

               And a disclaimer, I have a special guest who may pop in

               who I've been like trying to manage his distant
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               learning while we're in the same space.

               Downtown Women's Center has been able to get really

               close to my son Royalty.

               So not only am I a survivor of domestic violence and

               one who has lived through homeless intersection, I am a

               mother of four very creative and boisterous beings.

               So if he pops in, please just say hello.

               So I in 2017 participated in the Corporation for

               Supportive Housing Speak Up Program.

               Where I got introduced to the Downtown Women's Center,

               and I immediately seen how the Downtown Women's Center

               focused on how the individual comes in with a need and



               they're able to share what that need is and they have

               this sense of choice of like what do they want to do

               next.

               And so that's how I got in this partnership with the

               Downtown Women's Center, participating in their, there

               was a trauma informed action team where we talked a lot

               about how do we create a wider, broader aspect of

               trauma informed practices in the community, and then we

               went on to centering the voices of survivors in the

               domestic violence homeless services coalition.

               And it has been a great journey in just seeing how

               survivors' lives have transitioned from being on one

               side of the services, receiving services, to now being
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               more involved in the design and the way that programs

               and services are implemented, so.

               Thank you for all that you do when it comes to caring

               for how survivors experience the journey of healing.

               >> Kris:  Thank you, LaRae.

               Wow.

               I'm tingling.

               This is such a great group.

               I think Louie and I are now going to pitch some



               questions out to you all and we'll take turns doing

               that, but we also want to kind of go where you want to

               go, so let's just be, let's be flex.

               Louie, do you want to take us from here?

               >> Louie:  Sure.

               Thanks, Kris.

               And thanks, everyone.

               Yeah.

               I guess maybe a good place to go next would be just

               what sparked or motivated your commitment to

               incorporate the expertise of survivors and people with

               lived experience as this kind of like core or central

               part of the way that you do your work?

               So I know people sort of started to talk about that,
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               but and I know you have a lot more to say about that

               topic.

               So what sparked or motivated your commitment to doing

               that?

               Maybe we could go in the same order, so panelists from

               New York, would you like to start us off?

               >> Raquel:  So the work we do is, it's fully



               survivor-led, so that's how, in its infancy, that was

               the original mission.

               It was to be crafted for survivors to effect systemic

               change.

               And the idea was that those survivors who have gone

               through the system are the experts, not service

               providers.

               And so for that reason the belief was that the

               experiences that you go through really show how the

               system really works, not how the system claims it

               works.

               And so those lived experiences would be able to effect

               policy and systemic change in the areas where survivors

               most needed it, and it was just not a room full of

               policy makers making decisions for survivors with them

               not being present.

               So that was the primary reason for which VOW was
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               created to lend that survivor voice.

               >> Sharlena:  Yeah, I echo that with what Raquel just

               mentioned.

               I'm really happy that at VOW we have a continuum.

               We have like when you first join VOW, you're a member,



               you're more of a survivor, and you're just basically

               getting into our sisterhood and knowing who we are and

               the campaigns that we run and getting to know like the

               stuff around the gate, you haven't really entered the

               gate as yet.

               And then from there for me I just specialize in a

               certain campaign, I specialize in housing because I

               felt that was one of the things that was most

               meaningful to me and then I learned about housing and

               different housing laws and I got educated on different

               things.

               So that's really what kind of sparked me into going

               into domestic violence kind of industry because I felt

               that my voice mattered and a lot of other voices

               matter.

               So that's really how we do a continuum in that way, and

               from there we move on from survivor to advocate.

               And that means that you're out there, you might join

               something to go out to help somebody testify, you might
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               just be a fly on the wall for some meeting, and then

               from there you're like a community organizer, that

               means you're galvanizing people together and you might

               attend different events and help to organize and really



               like get on the phone and talk to people, talk to

               public officials, things like that.

               And from there you become a leader, become a leader in

               a way that people might look to you for advice, other

               survivors who are coming into the organization might

               look up to you for certain things.

               They're going through.

               So that's really why I wanted to stay in this realm

               because I felt like as you go through a continuum and

               you gain knowledge and you make new friends and you

               just, you're kind of in that field and you want to

               create the change, you want to see what like what's

               going on and you want to be a part of it, so.

               I'm happy to really do this work.

               >> Louie:  Great.

               Thank you so much, Raquel and Sharlena for talking

               about that it's the core of your work and also how that

               motivation can look different as you take on different

               roles while you're doing the work.

               I think that's really great.
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               Amanda, how about you and the center?

               What sparked yours and the center's motivation and



               commitment to incorporate the expertise of people with

               lived experience as part of your work?

               >> Amanda:  Absolutely.

               I think about it both in terms of internal and external

               influences, so I think internally there was a clear

               commitment from myself and our board and our staff that

               we wanted to really focus on centering the voices and

               the experiences of particularly queer and trans people

               of color and the context of our work within the LGBTQ +

               movement.

               And kind of simultaneously we were hearing from our

               communities externally, specifically from LGBTQ people

               of color that they wanted a dedicated space that didn't

               currently exist.

               And through our strategic planning process as well, as

               we were holding focus groups and sending out surveys

               that was one of the consistent themes that came back,

               which was what resulted in racial justice being one of

               our four core pillars of that plan.

               So I think it was really a combination of both kind of

               an internal commitment across all levels within the

               center, and then really hearing and being responsive to
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               the folks within our communities who are saying this is

               what we need.

               >> Louie:  Thanks, Amanda.

               Amy, it looks like you're ready to chime in.

               >> Amy:  Sure.

               I mean, Downtown Women's Center has always centered our

               work around the expressed needs of the women collected

               through creating environments for their leadership

               opportunities, community based research, to discovering

               needs that we could respond to.

               And in the creation of the domestic violence homeless

               services division, we really want to make incredible

               change within our programs that still to this day

               create barriers for survivors, and we want to make

               systems change happen.

               And it doesn't work when I call another staff member

               and another program and say like, maybe we should do

               this differently.

               It doesn't work in the same way that it does when you

               hear an advocate express how the programs failed them.

               Or what worked and what could be bolstered.

               And so in the creation of the coalition, it was

               essential that we center, create this space for
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               listening to survivors and that has impacted and

               motivated change for programs and elected officials.

               Of which LaRae's done all the work and all the change

               making.

               >> LaRae:  With partnership, with partnership.

               I am mostly bought into this because I know that the

               challenges that I face in the world are not just my

               challenges, that they're challenges for many others.

               So when I think about the journey of trying to navigate

               society and having a child with a disability and being

               suppressed in many of areas of trying to work and being

               in a domestic violence relationship and, and, and, and

               being Black and all of the things that layered on top,

               I realized that there was this innovative healing in

               social justice work.

               So when I was able to center myself in understanding,

               okay, this is a service and there's a lot of challenges

               with me getting my needs met.

               How do I get to partner with the service and so I get

               to understand what their challenges are with meeting my

               needs, and then when I was so fired up and I'm like,

               okay, this is a space where there's a welcoming idea



               that I have four children that I care about and that

               our healing journey matters.
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               So I couldn't just go and seek out the typical 9 to 5

               because I needed to be present for the healing journey

               of myself and my children.

               And so I needed flexibility, I needed a support, I

               needed that already trauma informed lens where people

               were already like prepared to understand that this is a

               survivor and the needs of the survivor is different

               than just filling out a W-9, being on a probationary

               period and, you know, doing the task of the day.

               And I seen that it was beneficial for me for my

               children and then I seen other survivors and I was

               like, hey, come on over here, come look and see what

               we're doing over here, come get empowered, come be a

               part of this and seeing the power and the collective

               voices and seeing the transitions in the way that women

               who support one another and kind of remove the stigmas

               of the shame and all the other things that come along

               with being survivors, I was totally bought in.

               That we need to involve as many as who are ready and

               those who aren't ready to just hold space for them.

               Uh-oh.



               >> Louie:  You're good.

               Thanks, everyone.

               Yeah, Kris, do you have a question?
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               >> Kris:  Yeah, one thing that I just want to observe

               is that it seems like for all of you this wasn't, this

               focus wasn't an add-on, it was like central from,

               almost from the gate.

               And that's amazing and I do think there probably are

               some organizations and people listening today and

               hearing your remarks and your experiences who are

               really wanting to incorporate this, you know.

               Getting this set up because it hasn't been necessarily

               a as central as it has been in your experience in

               development.

               So I wonder if any of you could speak to how your

               survivor, just some of the mechanics of it, how your

               survivor advocate program or person with lived

               experience program is set up, what roles that are

               available to people with lived experience, and just how

               you've gone about kind of structuring and making sure

               that there's that institutional backbone that allows



               this to be happening.

               How did you get it set up?

               I'm kind of looking for anybody who might, we don't

               necessarily have to go systematically through you all.

               Does anybody want to speak to that?
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               >> Raquel:  Okay, so we were, so we started with the

               idea that there had to be two models.

               Since we're community organizing, we believe those

               affected really change the system.

               And so there had to be an internal model for survivor

               leadership development, and an external model for

               organizing platform.

               So we at VOW don't believe that we empower anyone,

               through organizing you get the tools to self-empower.

               And so we don't own anyone's empowerment.

               Therefore we don't own anybody's voice.

               And so for that the survivor leadership model was

               really focused on core trainings of understanding what

               organizing is, who are the targets in organizing, what

               are the breakdowns and systemic breakdowns within the

               campaign.

               And let me start with a caveat.



               I recognize that we are 100% organizing, and so in that

               case in starting a survivor involvement in your -- it

               could be different.

               Just to give you some foundation the idea was that how

               do we ensure survivors for the rigors of organizing

               because it can be tough.

               It can be tough if you're a survivor who is now meeting

               with a chief administrator judge who actually managed
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               your case or that clerk who has biases or if you're

               actually speaking to child protective services now

               about your experience, when you felt that child

               protective services re-victimized you.

               So the idea is to provide them with tools of training

               and those tools of training include legislative

               training it includes public speaking training, training

               on how to manage your emotions, it includes trainings

               on understanding the landscape of policy within New

               York City and it also includes a down time, something

               that's call, we call it healing expressions in which

               survivors come together to talk about nothing, it has

               nothing to do with the campaigns.

               It has everything to do with just a promote of shared

               understanding that we're in this together and wars



               going to make systemic change.

               There is, the model grows over time and as Sharlena

               gave you the continuum of survivor to leader, the model

               is meant for leadership development.

               It is meant for leadership ladder internally and

               externally.

               The model internally is meant for those survivors who

               want to take on more roles within VOW.

               So in addition to the survivor leadership model we have

               a steering committee of survivors who work with
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               members, we also have a board who works with members,

               of directors.

               All of this is through our leadership development.

               We do a leadership ladder based off of where the

               survivor wants to be involved.

               So we have three campaigns, we have these campaign

               meetings monthly, we have a steering committee which

               manages leadership development, and we have a board

               which clearly focuses that the survivors lead the

               organizing platform, not the board, even if they are

               members because your roles change, you assume different

               levels of power, and you need to know when to check

               your power.



               And so that is most important within what we do.

               The external is for us that we want at VOW as many

               survivors in leadership roles as possible.

               So as staff, we're in the background pushing for these

               survivors to be in leadership roles, whether they be

               committees, task forces, whether it be speaking

               engagements, everything to get the voice of the

               survivor out.

               Now, in starting this, our suggestion would be first

               you figure out what you can do and what survivors want

               to do.

               You can't formulate it yourself to identify what you
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               want to do and starting some form of survivor

               involvement in your organization, you first have to

               figure out what survivors feel that they need and what

               would they like to do with your organization.

               That will be my suggestion.

               >> Kris:  Great.

               Thank you, Raquel.

               Amy, I know you and LaRae have some things to add to

               this.



               >> Amy:  I feel like LaRae should go first.

               >> Kris:  Go, LaRae.

               >> LaRae:  Okay.

               So one thing that I love to highlight is the allyship.

               So, matching a survivor with a system leader to

               understand how systems work and so that system leaders

               can understand more from the context of them constantly

               engaging with the survivor, how they could influence

               systems change.

               I love that model, it has been one that's, the

               advocates have brought highlights to how it has

               empowered them to have this system leader show up in
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               different platforms of them speaking and sharing.

               There's our groups that we kind of break out to where

               survivors could be a part of the training and

               education, so that's where we partner with LAHSA, who

               is the continuum of care and allows for a lot of grant

               fundings to go out to homeless service providers and

               that gives opportunity for the voice of the survivors

               to train and educate the service providers, which is

               really unique to see a room full of service providers



               hearing from the direct voice of the survivor how their

               current system design, their services design and

               program design can be changed.

               And then them walking out of the room feeling very

               hopeful that there is changes and then later on hearing

               that there has been changing that have been made due to

               their voice.

               There's also, we've done the support survivors by

               survivors where there's been that space where the

               survivors just sit with each other and kind of hear

               what is your next speaking engagement, or how was that

               last speaking engagement for you and debriefing that

               with one another.

               There's also the opportunities so we've held a few

               conferences, major conferences and we center the

               survivors in those.
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               We've done some really creative things with having them

               build on their confidence and self-esteem through photo

               shoots and wardrobe, yeah, it was a lovely day, it was

               more than a day, I feel really bad for the organizer,

               but like every day of a week she brought all these

               beautiful clothing items from inventory of the Downtown

               Women's Center to a room where the advocates could put



               on what makes them feel most powerful as they

               participate in a conference.

               I think things like that, just being really personal

               with understanding, how does one really feel empowered.

               And once, a very simple thing Amy led us in was a power

               pose right before going in and talking to a decision

               makers and we've taken that in many, many different

               areas of our work where we will just stop and power

               pose and give ourselves the boost for our next speaking

               engagement.

               We also do this like preparation for collective message

               for public comments.

               It's really helpful, but we encourage the survivors to

               connect their personal experiences and stories to the

               scripted messaging that will allow for us to all have

               that collective voice when we speak to public comment.

               So that's just a few things.

               If you spend some time with us you'd see that there's
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               people that are on boards, there's people that are

               doing consulting work, there's a lot of amazing stuff

               coming out of these advocates.

               >> Kris:  Wonderful.



               Anything to add, Amy, before I go to Amanda?

               >> Amy:  No, that was great.

               >> Kris:  You said it all, LaRae.

               So I know that the preparation, the training, the

               support that goes along with that has been really,

               really integral.

               Amanda, I wonder if you've got things to add about how

               you've really worked to make the integration of voices

               of people from the LGBTQ community into your program's

               work.

               >> Amanda:  Absolutely.

               So kind of building off of what others have talked

               about, the way we've approached this is really focusing

               on leadership and decision making structures as one of

               the ways to really intentionally center racial justice

               and the voices of those who are most marginalized

               within our LGBTQ plus communities.
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               So two kind of tangible examples of that, one is our

               queer and trans people of color advisory group, so

               QTPOC group for short.



               This as I had sort of alluded to earlier came out of

               the confluence of this commitment from our board and

               our staff that we wanted to kind of put some more

               tangible mechanisms in place to center racial equity

               and at the same time hearing from our queer and trans

               people of color communities that they wanted and needed

               a dedicated space.

               And so our QTPOC group which was formed in 2018 really

               fulfills both of those functions so it is an exclusive

               space for queer and trans people of color that meets

               together or provides support to one another, plans and

               implements programming for their communities.

               But it also serves as an advisory arm to our board of

               directors and it was really important to us that the

               QTPOC liaison position that we created, so a member of

               that group that is selected by the group sits on our

               board of directors and is a full voting member, and it

               was really important that that not just be window

               dressing, not just be kind of we often hear about like

               advisory roles that don't have power behind them, so it

               was important to us that there be power in decision

               making attached to that.
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               But we also, that person functions as a full board



               member in every sense except that we don't have the

               same fund-raising requirement that's we do for other

               board members because we didn't want that to be a

               potential barrier if someone want today step into that

               role in leadership.

               So that's been a really important kind of tangible

               piece that we've put in place to both create the

               dedicated space that our communities were asking for,

               and also have that group really be holding our board of

               directors and our organization accountable particularly

               as a white Executive Director, I feel like that's

               really important as we're seeking to move forward our

               strategic goals around racial justice.

               So we check in with that group and through that liaison

               whenever there are big decisions coming up, that person

               is in our board meetings regardless but if there are

               specific thing that's we'd like them to bring back to

               the QTPOC group we do that on an ongoing basis just to

               be checking in and getting that feedback particularly

               around things that may be more complex or where there's

               a lot of different opinions.

               So that's one thing that we've put in place.

               The other more recent piece is with Glow which is our

               new community space specifically for LGBTQ plus men of
    38
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               color and transgender women of color.

               There's a Glow youth advisory board that was started at

               the beginning of that process.

               The program has been open a year but the development

               goes back to two years ago.

               And part of the model that we were using is participant

               centered and really at the very beginning of that

               process we started a youth advisory board and

               specifically were inviting members of those priority

               communities to be part of it.

               And so that board has really influenced everything

               about the program development as we've built it from

               the ground up, so they were part of the search

               committees for staff interviews, they went with us with

               the realtor to evaluate sites and deciding what

               physical building the space would be in, they continued

               to evaluate programming and decide, hey, this program

               is not working, this is what we should do instead,

               really at every aspect of programming and operations,

               that group of people who represent those priority

               communities for the program are having meaningful input

               into the work that is being done.

               And even as we have an administrative group amongst the

               four community organizations that partner on this



               program, but regularly if we're discussing something at
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               that administrative group we'll say, hey, let's take

               this back to the YAB to get their input.

               That's been also another structure we've put in place

               that has been really valuable.

               >> Kris:  That's great.

               and I'm hearing a few threads in what you all have

               said.

               One is don't create something and then ask people to

               join it.

               Create what they say they want and go with that as your

               first step.

               The other thing I heard was don't just seek advice, but

               actually act on advice to have an advisory role that

               never has any kind of decision making power connected

               to it is really kind of an empty way to try to involve

               people.

               And you all three programs spoke to really attending to

               the people with lived experience who you're embracing

               into the work, the whole person approach.

               You know, we have another question that you've kind of

               already jumped into which is how do you support people?



               And you're all already speaking to that and it's such

               an integral part of every step that you take.

               So the times where you have people gathering just to
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               gather and you're not doing any work, the chance to

               select wardrobe, you know, really looking at the whole

               person as you're working to really make this meaningful

               for folks.

               So I heard those three threads in what you were talking

               about, just wanted to name them.

               Thanks, everybody.

               Or to you, Louie.

               >> Louie:  Yeah, wow.

               It's really neat to hear different programs doing

               different things but getting those common themes.

               That's really exciting.

               And I just wonder if we could talk a little bit about

               how you, maybe not necessarily as individuals, but

               maybe as individuals, but how you and your programs and

               your organizations respond, if and when involvement,

               that the involvement that we're talking about triggers

               any kind of trauma, how have you worked through that,

               what have you set up in advance, maybe any anecdotal



               stories that you would share with our group around

               that, what happens and how do you respond if and when

               the involvement that we're talking about triggers

               trauma?

               I'll follow Kris' lead and say whoever wants to get us
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               started, you should go ahead and do that.

               >> Amy:  I loved what Raquel added from her program,

               the healing circle like I forget the exact term that

               you used, but we have found that from the get-go

               creating that really in our program we've done the

               skills based training on like here's how you pass a

               motion or a bill and here's your elected officials, but

               really the emotional needs have been more in the

               codesigning process like present and more expressed

               need for that support and one thing that we did early

               on and consistently was bring up education around

               trauma, and just acknowledging that as trauma

               survivors, you know, naming it, that things could

               become triggering and trying to create avenues of what

               to do if something is triggering and how to prevent

               that, how to talk about it as it's happening and we've

               had some group dynamics that have been incredibly



               triggering to each other, and as we've worked through

               it, you can see how it's created deeper bonds with each

               other, deeper bonds of understanding.

               But I guess my main point is that starting with

               education on trauma has been really helpful and in fact

               in the focus groups that we've done that started our

               coalition, we published their report on focus groups
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               across Los Angeles County, one main theme that we heard

               was that once survivors learned about, more education

               around trauma, the impacts on your brain, moving it

               more into like a medical understanding that that really

               helped people.

               So we have focused a lot on education and describing

               and coming up with what we mean by trauma informed care

               together.

               >> LaRae:  Yeah, I second that.

               And like to always bring it back to the power of

               self-awareness.

               So when we are practicing like grounding techniques and

               becoming more self-aware of how we feel in our bodies

               when we've been triggered, then it gives us a better

               opportunity to navigate those triggers because we get



               to say, oh, this felt like this and learning how to

               communicate that, how to communicate that with the

               person that has some involvement in bringing these

               opportunities to talk.

               And I have to magnify the talk because as survivors we

               can also become perpetrators, and that could look like

               excluding someone or making comments that we are

               intentionally knowing that this comment could harm

               someone else.
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               And so as we become more self-aware of how we

               experience triggers and how the impact on another

               person is showing up and how that breaks down the group

               dynamic, then we become more empowers to be the ones to

               foster the healing within ourselves and within the

               group.

               The other thing is having the core team.

               So I myself am a part of the core team along with Amy

               and Elizabeth from Rainbow Services and eve from the

               county and someone from LAHSA, there's these

               representatives that sit in the core team and as we are

               looking at how the coalition is growing or is stagnant,

               we get to bring those matters to the coalition and we

               get to ask, so do you know anyone what could help us in



               the area of like conflict resolution or understanding

               the positives that come out of conflict, and I really

               appreciate that Amy brought up that there's been this

               closeness that comes after you went through this

               transition of having a triggering moment or having some

               challenges like this, coming from a survivor's aspect

               of looking at how we have constantly been faced with

               this inner critic due to having a relationship, a

               really intimate relationship and opening ourselves up

               to trust someone who caused harm to us, and then having

               that as a life experience that we're constantly
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               navigating and then we're coming into a group where it

               tells us already that women aren't supposed to be

               supportive of one another, that women are, you know,

               there's many societal messaging, even with looking at

               the video from the beginning.

               Having this conflict be the thing that builds on a

               healthy relationship, it changes our ability to see

               that there's a possible, there's a possibility in the

               world that there are people who care and there's a

               possibility for healthy relationships, and I'm really

               glad that the group is doing this and supporting each

               other and working through the challenges.



               >> Sharlena:  Okay, I want to hop in right after LaRae

               and Amy and I just want to say that I echo on a lot of

               things that you guys are bringing up and I want to give

               a flip side to triggering and how that can also

               manifest as like this is the step before like that

               triggersome moment is the step before something great

               about to happen.

               So in my past I lived in a domestic violence shelter

               and I was a single in the shelter, which in New York

               City it's hard to find a shelter space for singles.

               Mostly accommodating to families.

               So I was in the shelter and in that shelter there was
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               only one spot for singles with I think maybe 23 spots

               for families in that specific shelter.

               And I want to bring this up because a couple people in

               the room are from domestic violence shelters or from

               shelters in general, so giving a hello to you.

               At the time I was there, I was kind of lonely, and

               someone, my neighbor knocked on the door and she said,

               and I thought she was like, you know, trying to be

               friendly, I really thought she wanted to get to know

               me, and like 10 minutes into the conversation she says,



               okay, well, how long do you think you're going to be

               here?

               Because my friend, she's a single and she doesn't have

               any children and she needs a place to stay, and she's a

               survivor.

               And at that point I was like how are you questioning me

               on how long I'm going to be here?

               There's already systemic things in place making it so

               that I can only be here for a certain period of time

               and you want to shorten my time and you're my next door

               neighbor.

               So I was definitely triggered at that moment, and I

               felt more alone, I slammed the door on her and felt

               more alone at that point, and from there I said there's

               got to be a way that I can connect with other families
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               here, even though I'm not with children, and I'm sure

               what she said is something that other people were

               thinking.

               So, but did not say or have the balls to say.

               So it happened to be around Mother's Day and I said,

               you know what?

               I really like cooking so maybe we can do like a

               Mother's Day event.



               And I went up to the shelter director and I asked if I

               can have money to buy food and put on a Mother's Day

               event and work with the kids that were in the shelter,

               like we got the kids to cook breakfast and we had menus

               and we did like a whole event plan.

               And then we invited the mothers to come down and have

               breakfast .

               so it was more like the kids were serving their mom.

               And from there I knew that like, it was a success and

               it went through and the director was very good, very

               helpful to make it a success.

               And also other people got to know me, so they got to

               know that, okay, let's do this more often, like let's

               have a weekly food night where we can all cook and eat

               and maybe go food shopping.

               And that brought together people in the shelter to lead

               and also like other women did cooking nights and we
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               took advantage of these types of things.

               And from there, and that one triggering thing sparked

               really a lot of things that are happening right now in

               my life.

               So from there somebody who worked in the shelter asked

               me if I'd like to volunteer to work at another women's



               shelter and just volunteer my time to teach cooking

               lessons, which I did.

               I did it for two years nonpaid and I really wanted to

               like get some support, like really just keep the energy

               going with food because I thought food really brought

               people together.

               And then from there I was able to with the support of

               VOW, I was able to make connections to get a grant to

               work with the juvenile detention system which has a lot

               of intersections with domestic violence, and teach

               cooking skills to youth who were incarcerated.

               So and I felt that bringing all of that together like I

               got to do something that I love to do and I'm affecting

               people that are like me that could be like me and all

               it takes is that like that leap from a triggersome

               thing to push it forward, and you never know who's

               going to help you while you're on that journey.

               So we always encourage at VOW to try to talk about what

               you're good at and how you can bring that into the
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               organization, and also that can also lead to getting

               out of economic poverty as LaRae mentioned earlier and

               in the video, a lot of people, you want to help people

               but you got to help people financially as well, and



               sometimes it takes that person to realize their own

               self-worth, how much you value yourself and building on

               that stuff and it takes patience and it also takes

               dedication on you.

               So that's how I was able to do a view things that I

               like out of a very low part, a very low part in my

               life.

               >> Raquel:  So the main thing at VOW is we have each

               other's backs.

               Let's just be real.

               That's just the way we are.

               And so that is.

               way we work.

               I mean I myself was a victim of a -- false -- child

               abuse report.

               And VOW stepped in and had my back.

               The work we do, staff is staff, volunteers are members,

               and they're coming in volunteering their teem time,

               rehashing experiences they've had, talking to people

               who they may have seen on the other side of the table
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               not willing to help them.

               So we try to recognize that everyone's space is



               different but also recognize that everyone's time is

               important.

               And so to talk about that question about support we

               really adapt the transformative justice model of pod

               mapping.

               So that is who is your pod when you're in this space,

               who is your supportive system.

               Is it members, do you have holes in that pod that you

               need to fill, and you can fill it with VOW members.

               That includes me as Executive Director, that includes

               board members, that includes anyone.

               So we are fortunate to have members who started VOW

               still active in VOW.

               we're talking about members who've been a part of VOW

               for 20 years.

               And so that space of that pod mapping is very important

               for us to be supportive to each other.

               And that is the way we manage triggers, emotions,

               emotionally, internally.

               Externally, because of the fact that VOW members go out

               and attend these meetings on their own on behalf of

               VOW, task forces, committee meetings, appointments to

               special committees, we check in after that and want to
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               know how went it went, what needs to be followed up on

               if they feel something needs to be followed up on and

               how they felt in that space.

               And there have been times when they have felt

               uncomfortable but they haven't wanted to step away from

               it.

               They wanted to do their own self-empowerment, and so in

               that space we identify a VOW member or a staff member

               who's going to attend with them.

               Because we always want to make sure that voice is there

               but we also need to support the survivor where they're

               at that moment.

               That doesn't mean they won't say Raquel, I got this, a

               couple weeks from now, it's just right now they need

               that support and we're there to support you.

               >> Amanda:  Just to add to that from my perspective in

               our work with Glow one of the things that has been

               really clear that often our youth advisory board

               members and our staff, particularly our peer engagement

               staff members are experiencing or have experienced the

               same types of trauma as our participants within our

               priority communities, and so I remember really clearly

               one of the planning meetings at the beginning before

               Glow had even opened where it was our partners around
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               the table but also advisory board members and newly

               hired staff.

               And two of them who are very much within our priority

               communities got really emotional at one point and were

               crying and expressing both how amazing it felt to like

               be creating this space but also talking about

               experiences with homelessness that they had both had,

               and just all of that carries.

               So I think part of it in moments like that is just

               creating the space to hold that, you throw the agenda

               out the window because this is really important when

               people are sharing those lived experiences.

               But beyond those particular moments I think it's also

               been really important for us to think about the

               compensation and how we're really tangibly valuing

               people's time and that emotional labor that they're

               bringing.

               So ensuring that our youth advisory board members are

               compensated through gift cards for each of these

               monthly meets and for certain other activities that

               they do above and beyond, ensuring that our staff,

               particularly our peer engagement specialist positions

               are getting a living wage, more than a living wage for



               the work that they're doing within their own

               communities.
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               And that we're really listening as we continue to build

               the program to what the emerging needs are and that's

               part of how our case manager at Glow was one of the

               first people that brought up we've got to do something

               under housing, even though that's not something

               allowable under current funding streams.

               From that we've been having conversations and

               fund-raising for an emergency housing fund and policy

               and procedure around that.

               So really from the lived experiences of our staff, of

               our youth advisory board members and of our

               participants, you know, holding space for that,

               compensating and valuing people's time but then having

               that influence that programming we're building and

               fund-raising for.

               >> Louie:  This is great.

               Go ahead, Raquel.

               Thanks.

               >> Raquel:  We feel that it's very important that



               members be compensated.

               We provide stipends for internal meetings.

               Survivors do facilitations outside, it is more money

               for those meetings taking their time.
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               We also have been really good at making New York City

               feel extremely uncomfortable about their task forces

               and the fact that individuals around that room are

               making so much more than survivors that you need to

               start providing some compensation.

               And so we have been successful in pushing that in New

               York City.

               So we do believe survivors owning their story, owning

               their experience, and it's a part of their own

               self-empowerment.

               >> Louie:  Thanks for adding that, Raquel.

               Yeah.

               Just thanks so much for all this.

               Love the theme of supporting each other, having each

               other's backs both as part of the fabric of like the

               culture and the way that we do things and for offering

               some of those specific examples of how to do that.

               So, yeah, I think that was a really rich conversation



               and, Kris, I'm going to pass it to you for our next

               prompt.

               >> Kris:  I'll just say yay for catalyzing discomfort,

               Raquel.

               That was great.
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               So this has been threaded throughout the conversation

               today but I want to ask you all specifically about

               impact.

               How has having survivors and people with lived

               experience in so many places, sitting at so many tables

               and taking so many roles, how has that impacted on your

               program, on the people that your program serves and is

               working for, and on the survivors or people with lived

               experience themselves in taking that involvement?

               What can you share more than you already have about

               impact?

               Some results that you've seen, changes that you've

               seen, transformations that you've seen.

               >> Amy:  Yeah, LaRae's sort of spoken to this.

               Of all the advocates that we've trained they are now

               all in additional leadership roles.



               One is on the board of directors of a statewide

               non-profit.

               Many are on our HUD continuum of care committees

               through what's been mentioned as LAHSA, LA homeless

               services authority.

               We now have members sitting on our city task forces for

               domestic violence and our county task forces, they're

               keynoting at conferences and doing lots of panel
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               presentations and available for consultation.

               So that's been exciting to see this kind of become like

               an entrepreneurial program, and to figure out ways to

               support that.

               It was so exciting when the woman who joined the board

               of directors announced and then she was, she really

               leaned on the group for support to prepare her for

               those first meetings.

               So some personal outcomes.

               On a policy level, though, especially this year,

               unfortunately a success we've had this year is in

               maintaining our existing funding, but given all the

               cuts related to covid, that is quite a feat and I feel

               that our advocates did a really good job early on

               saying that this is it an absolutely area that cannot



               be cut.

               We had a growth area in starting a whole hotel program

               and the advocates provided all the training so that

               staff members knew how to meet the needs of survivors.

               And then our basic policy platform is advancing the

               domestic violence housing first model.

               And we've seen massive success in that in terms of the

               scaling of that program across consider.

               Amount of, in part due to the expressed survivor need

               of flexible funding and that our coalition has given up
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               their data and we've been able to demonstrate through

               numbers the impact of the program.

               >> Kris:  It's almost like the systems that you're

               working with, it's just a given now that they're going

               to be hearing survivors' voices, they're going to be

               hearing from people with lived experience.

               It's just part of the process from here.

               >> Amy:  Yeah.

               >> Sorry to interrupt, I've seen a shift in Los Angeles

               in particular of many decision makers and electeds



               saying, well, if you didn't demonstrate that you showed

               the survivor voice, like they're asking what do they

               want.

               Like they're kind of like you didn't, you're sort of

               nothing to me if you didn't bring that voice forward

               with some of our most progressive and aligned elected

               officials.

               >> Kris:  What else about impact?

               And this can be on you all personally as well if you

               have some things that you want to share about that.

               Or the communities that you're serving.
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               >> Amanda:  Go ahead, Raquel.

               All right.

               So just a couple of things that come to mind for me, so

               on the LGBT Center side, I think some of the ways we've

               seen impact has been around commitments we've made to

               have for example half of our board at least as Black or

               Brown people and how that's influenced who is at that

               table in addition to the QTPOC liaison position, who

               else is around that table and how those conversations

               are impacted by that in terms of what we're talking



               about and the decisions that are being made around the

               direction of the center.

               And also we've seen how it's impacted our hiring

               process, so we've taken, we took some time, yeah, last

               year to put together an antiracist hiring process based

               on some of the work that AORTA at the national level

               has done and a tool kit they developed.

               And so that's influenced, you know, who we have on

               staff and not only who we have on staff but how that

               process works and who is at the table and how their

               voices are really being centered, particularly Black

               and Brown people through that.

               So it's really changing, you know, the DNA of our

               center through those processes and those commitments
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               that are resulting in a different mix of people that

               are at those tables and making decisions.

               At Glow, I think we wouldn't have been able to build a

               successful program without the youth advisory board and

               the folks on staff who represent the lived experiences

               of our priority communities.

               You know, it simple simply wouldn't have been possible

               because so much of what we've seen is that people from

               our priority communities are nog Glow because they know



               someone who's on the youth advisory board.

               They know someone who's on staff and that's the point,

               right?

               That's why we're constructing it that way.

               You know, if it had been people who look like me we

               wouldn't have had a successful program and I think

               particularly in a year with the pandemic like this

               having to do all of that virtually, Glow is not quite a

               year old but we had 14 participants when we opened last

               December and this past month we had 57.

               And so I know Harrisburg is much smaller than some of

               the larger cities represented here in terms of members,

               but that growth is something that we're really proud of

               and having done that through a year where so much of

               our work has had to be virtual as well.
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               >> Kris:  That's great.

               And we've got a question in the chat box if you could

               type in the name of that tool kit that you referred to

               that people are interested in seeing that.

               Thanks, Amanda.

               Sharlena or Raquel, do you have anything to add?

               Impact?



               >> Sharlena:  Before I have Raquel go I just wanted to

               highlight something that we have done.

               Thank you, Amanda, for that mention the tool kit.

               Growing from there, if you have openings at your

               establishment or at your organization one quick thing

               you can do to really like spearhead that economic

               change when it comes to survivorship is at the bottom

               of your applications just put in in quotes "we

               encourage survivors to apply."

               just put that out there.

               We encourage survivors to apply.

               And that way survivors can see that this is a peer kind

               of model that we're here to support you, we understand

               where you're coming from, and we also know that it is

               important for your lens to be a part of our work.

               And also applications can be just daunting, so you

               putting that out there can eliminate some fears in
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               applying for a job, because this could be something

               that they're moving into a different industry or they

               really don't have the levels of experience that they

               think they need and just putting that out there gives a

               little bit of a like a boost of encouragement to, you



               know, that we hear you and we want you to be a part of

               our team.

               And Raquel, please.

               >> Raquel:  So I'm like so psyched Sharlena said that

               because that's like super important at VOW.

               We are consistently saying did you put that at the

               bottom of that job description?

               And what with the other things you put at the bottom?

               So for us, VOW's initial impact was that survivors have

               seats at the table.

               That's not enough for us now.

               It's survivors have leadership roles at those tables.

               And so when we are asked to participate we always ask

               so how many cochairs are there, will a survivor be a

               cochair, how many survivors are going to be on there.

               We've seen

               [ audio cutting out ] -- 40% service providers at every

               meeting, if not more survivors.

               It's a lot to take in for some but it is the
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               expectation completely is is that the lived experience

               is what will transform policy to be more responsive to

               survivors and their children and their networks.



               And so with that being said we continue to push that

               mantra with us.

               And so for impact survivors have been extremely

               impactful throughout New York City.

               Extremely impactful during the pandemic and I think

               that's something to bring up is that when the pandemic

               hit New York City, survivors were very clear that the

               safety vows for survivors are going to be gone and what

               exactly are we going to do, and we need to right now

               get to the mayor's office.

               And they're a little unorganized right now and they

               need to, you know, shape up here.

               And so the idea then was how do we include or how do we

               break down the non-profit industrialization -- during

               covid, to be honest with you.

               How do we include those small organizations that are

               working in the Bronx, working in Brooklyn that are

               never at the tables, but right now need to be at the

               tables more than anyone else right now, because they

               don't have the resources or the brand that you have.

               And but they are out there helping people right now on

               the ground, and so that really became our push was that
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               more smaller organizations be at the table, more



               survivor organizations be at the table.

               Survivors start to create their own survivors of

               domestic violence task force, we don't always need the

               cities, so we can create our own.

               And then begin to look at policy the way it needs to be

               looked at to advocate for systemic change.

               And the ideas that every survivor coming to the table

               has something to bring and also a form of self-interest

               that they want to change something.

               So with that idea, we kicked off the survivor policy

               lab for survivors to connect with organizations

               focusing on coordinating areas of criminalization of

               survivors, focusing on survivors in child welfare,

               focus on survivors in the criminal justice system that

               not specifically with criminalization of survivor

               survivors but dealing with the everyday behaviors and

               attitudes.

               So for us our impact is continuing more survivor policy

               change, more survivor led policy change at the city,

               the state, and the federal level.

               It all has to come together to ensure that survivors

               have the impact they need to help future survivors.

               >> Kris:  Perfect.
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               Thank you, everyone.

               I think we're going to move to our -- oh, LaRae, did

               you have something to add?

               >> LaRae:  Yes, looking at impact thinking about how

               America was built on this model of violence that was

               mainly perpetrated against people of color and thinking

               about how my community is, how my growing up there was

               this idea that it was normalized for people of color to

               whoop, to create some type of abuse that will have this

               control over how the next person does something that

               they would want them to do.

               And I've seen a huge impact from being very transparent

               and very honest, I have four children, three who are

               much older than my youngest, and the three older

               usually say, Royalty, if you had my mom, this would

               have not happened, or you wouldn't be saying that or

               this and this and this.

               But I see the difference in Royalty's ability to

               navigate in the world based on the shift in me

               understanding how violence affects a human being and

               this idea of power and control.

               So I'm going to throw this out there hoping that

               someone will be able to catch it.



               But what I've seen in Royalty being able to accept the
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               model of therapy and mental well being and just

               self-care practices is way different than my three

               older children.

               They say that children who have witnessed domestic

               violence need at least five healthy adult relationships

               in their lives.

               My older children they call themselves socially

               awkward.

               They will not reach out, they will like plunge through

               the hardships without telling anyone what's happening.

               When the younger one, he'll be like in a minute he'll

               say mom is granny angry because she's really moody

               right now and I want to Anne understand was she abused?

               Like he asks things like this, which changes the way

               that he gets to experience the world and it also

               empowers him in the way that he reacts when there's

               encounters with other -- we'll be at the park, right?

               And we'll see another family and the mom will tell the

               boy, it's usually the boy who's being pressed upon and

               saying boys don't cry, don't be a cry baby and Royalty

               will go and say to him, it's okay to cry.

               Your mom may not understand.



               But these are the impacts that I'm seeing that could

               change the way that children of color have normalized

               abuse and this is like get to go the root of how
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               domestic violence is perpetrated.

               And I'm looking to build up what Royalty is

               experiencing as some type of curriculum, some type of

               model, something that will go out to children in

               schools to, other parents, to just take it much broader

               on how he's experiencing the world and the ways that

               we've kind of been able to troubleshoot through the

               challenges and not have to use the model of causing

               harm to someone to get them to do what you want them to

               do, especially in the communities of color where it's

               do you know who I am, I'm your mama and you better do

               what I say type of thing.

               I see the impact.

               Royalty is amazing, and I'm looking to use this

               opportunity of how he's been able to verbalize things

               and to share out this motto with other families so that

               the root of violence is disrupted.

               >> Kris:  I'm so glad you added that, thank you, LaRae.

               We talked about internal change, external change, next



               generation change, societal change, yes, social

               justice.

               All right.

               Thank you so much.

               And we're down to just a few minutes.
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               So Louie, you got just one final question?

               >> Louie:  Yeah, so this has been so great.

               I know we could talk about this topic for a long time

               clearly but since we just have a few minutes left I

               wonder if our panelists would leave our audience with

               just like one thing that you would say to a program

               that's exploring this idea right now or any one piece

               of final wisdom that you want to put out there in like

               maybe less than a minute each.

               [ Laughter ]

               >> Amy:  I would encourage folks to really make sure

               you have the capacity to do the work, that you have

               dedicated staff or volunteers or advocates to take it

               on.

               It's not something, it's not just like an other duties



               as assigned role, it's like a real role that takes a

               lot of time for lots of individual and group

               conversations and coordination.

               And it really is, at least at minimum a full-time role.

               >> Amanda:  I would just say this work can't be done in

               isolation.
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               So particularly when we were talking about centering

               the voices of and experiences of marginalized people

               and organizational development and change, yeah, I

               can't just be kind of a siloed initiative, it has to be

               part of a broader organizational strategy embedded in

               the mission, vision, and values, commitment at all

               levels of leadership that will really make it

               successful.

               >> LaRae:  I'd like to say people are valuable, and if

               you have the ability to give a platform, a foundation

               to their value, please do so.

               >> Sharlena:  I'm going to say what was mentioned

               before, the importance of debriefing.

               It's really important after every event, after every



               little, even if it's a little thing that happened, just

               to have that one on one debrief with the person so you

               can see where people are coming from and start to make

               change for the next steps that are going to happen.

               Debriefing is really, really key.

               >> Raquel:  I will echo with what everyone else said.

               I think that's really the crux of it.

               You just got to want to do it.
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               You have to want to do it.

               And that's it.

               >> Louie:  Great place to end.

               Thank you so much.

               Thanks to all of our panelists, everyone who

               participated in the chat, thank you so much to Megan

               for doing the captioning today.

               I didn't mention your name earlier, I apologize for

               that, Megan, thank you so much.

               You can reach out to us in the safe housing

               partnership's website and we can continue this

               dialogue.

               And Kris, with you send us off?



               >> Kris:  Yeah, I don't want it to end so part of me

               wants to extend it for another hour or something.

               Thank you so much for sharing your wisdom and your

               valuable time.

               I know everybody's going to come away from this buzzing

               with the energy about how to take this forward.

               Thank you so much, we really appreciate all that you've

               shared today.

               And thank you for all, who came.

               I hope we can keep this dialogue going.
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